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Introduction: The Three Parishes Plan
The three parishes of Attlebridge, Morton-on-the-Hill and Weston Longville share the Hall for All, we
work together as parish councils, and we all have access to the wind turbine fund so it seemed only
natural that when Weston started to think about revising their 2009 Parish Plan that it should become a
collaboration with our closest neighbours. A group was drawn together from all three parishes and after
several months of project work the areas of interest were highlighted and a questionnaire devised.
Via the questionnaire, we asked you to tell us what you think about your village, its environment and
facilities, and how it might develop in the future. All the information and suggestions for action have
been put together and published as this Three Parishes Plan .
It can make a real difference. Without a parish plan, the Hall for All would never have been built. It gives
us the evidence for change, and strengthens our voice in the wider world. Closer to home it can generate
new ideas and initiatives to benefit our communities. The statistics it provdes have already been used in
response to other stakeholder questionnaires or to justify the need for help and services.
Thank you for helping us by filling in the questionnaire and giving us your feedback.
The Three Parishes Plan Team.
The team was
For Attlebridge: James Richardson, Maureen Smith, Trevor Smith
For Morton on the Hill: Virginia Furness, Jo Helsdon, John Parsons, Peter Spoerer
For Weston Longville: Paul Cowley, Ruth Goodall, Barrie Keen, Clare Morton
The project has been funded via the Temporis Wind Turbine Fund administered by Norfolk Community
Foundation.

Executive Summary
Perhaps it is a consequence of living with and through the Covid-19 pandemic that we have all become
more aware of our community, our neighbours and our mutual dependence. The unifying principle
which comes through the responses and the issues raised by respondents to the parish plan survey is all
about connectivity, about how to improve the physical, technical and social connections between
individuals and between our three parishes. It has been the job of the parish plan group to sift the
responses and highlight areas which seem to be a priority, and where action might be taken but it is the
job of the three parish councils either individually or together to decide how to take the ideas forward.
Getting everyone more involved
Looking at the parish plan survey results it was clear that, despite the survey having been distributed to
every household and being available for completion online, it was the older people in our communities
who responded and we were much less successful in reaching younger generations. This suggests that
we need to give some thought to how we reach and represent a wider cross section of our communities
and particularly young people.
The Environment
The awareness of environmental initiatives was not great: 23% Weston, and 5% Morton and Attlebridge.
Those green initiatives which people were aware of were litter picking, bulb and rose planting,
maintaining the churchyard, cleaning the play area, cutting the grass on the playing field, solar panels,
wind turbines, and in Weston the appointment of a tree warden. We asked if more people would like to
get involved in green community projects and overall, 45% said they would (Attlebridge 52%, Morton
35%, Weston 46%). The kinds of projects of most interest are as follows: footpath maintenance, tree or
hedge planting, litter picking, improving wildlife habitats, providing bird and bat boxes. Councils may
wish to consider identifying someone in their parish, if they have not already done so, willing to take
some of these ideas forward.
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Joining up communities: Footpaths and pavements
The key areas where it was felt improvements could be made which would make it easier for pedestrians
and cyclists to move around the parishes were as follows:
Attlebridge
Station Road to Marriott’s Way
Pavement / footpath from the bus stop to Attlebridge
Morton
Extension of the footpath as a pedestrian /cycle path from Morton to Lenwade
Marl Hill A1067 to Church Road to improve access to the Parson Woodforde, Hall for All and the play
area (there is a permissive footpath along the field edge but many felt this was not fit for purpose.)
Weston Longville
Pedestrian access from Weston Green to the village including access from Rectory Road
Circular walks
Identifying and publicising information about circular walks in the area and providing notice boards with
footpath maps for the three parishes.
Traffic and Transport
Weston has no bus service other than the shopper’s bus provided by Norfolk County Council which has
not been widely known about or publicised. Morton and Attlebridge have access to a bus service to and
from Norwich on the A1067. Issues to be explored include the infrequency of the morning bus service,
lack of direct access from Costessey Park and Ride to Norwich City Centre and the provision of Dial a Ride
taxi services.
Traffic related issues (speed and volume) already appear regularly on council agendas and parishioners
were asked about suggestions for further traffic management measures. Generally, all were speed
related with cameras, speed humps and pavements being prominent. Many believed that only when the
Norwich Western Link is completed will there be any substantial change for the better. Following the
publication of Weston’s Parish Plan in 2008, traffic calming was introduced in 2017 prior to the opening
of the NDR in 2018, but it is still felt not to be enough to cope with the volume of traffic. The Norwich
Weston Link should reduce traffic through Weston, but it is not without cost to other parts of the three
parishes. All the parishes are doing what they can to anticipate problems and find ways of mitigating the
negative impacts.
Local Democracy
Good approval ratings for the work of the parish council and parish meetings across all three parishes
and the majority of respondents know who to contact. Some concern was expressed about the
management of public participation and parishes might wish to review the ways in which they
communicate with parishioners. All councillors will find it useful to review the comments on Pages 18
and 19
Village Facilities

Hall for All, the play area and playing field are valued and used by the three parishes. Community events
are felt to have a key role in bringing people together and creating links between the three parishes.
Trustees of Hall for All may wish to consider how this programme might develop in the future and how
to expand the number of helpers as a consequence. On the downside it was felt that the kitchen
facilities could be improved, and the play area refreshed with some new all-age equipment.
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Digital or Analogue
This section of the survey focussed on another kind of connectivity, an area which the Covid-19
pandemic has brought into sharp relief. Here the differences between parts of the parishes in terms of
access to high speed Broadband and a good mobile signal vary considerably. It was noted as one of the
problems businesses in the area encountered. Campaigning to achieve a greater degree of consistency
across the parishes may be an issue which councillors could usefully address.
Funding
The 3 Parishes all benefit from access to the Temporis Wind Turbine Fund—as does Hockering.
Parishioners offered ideas as to how the funds might be used. The Wind Turbine Group drawn from the
participating parishes may wish to meet and consider taking some of the suggestions further.
Business and Employment
Focussing primarily on residents we sometimes risk forgetting business and employment and It is worth
reminding ourselves that there are 86 businesses paying busines rates in our three parishes. It is
important to recognise and value the contribution business makes in terms of employment and services.
Housing and Development
This is always a contentious area and one which, given the age profile of respondents, councillors might
choose to explore in more detail. 60% of respondents favoured no development and 40% favoured some
development, but only of single dwellings, infilling, dividing existing plots, small groups of houses and
sheltered accommodation. These respondents recognised the need to attract more young families and a
number wished that it might be possible to downsize and still remain in the parish. It was felt that the
lack of infrastructure limited development possibilities and no one wanted to see large housing estates.

How did the survey work ?
The Three Parishes Plan started to be worked on in the spring of 2019. Once the ‘bones’ had been laid
out, people were alerted in the late summer via the Wensum Diary. Then in the autumn of 2019,
volunteers delivered 280 paper copies of the questionnaire, with one going to every household in each
of the three parishes. In addition, the questionnaire was made available on-line via SurveyGizmo. After
6-8 weeks a couple of visits were made to every house to collect up completed questionnaires. In total,
123 households or individuals replied, with 50 completing the questionnaire on line and the remainder
being paper copies returned. The data from the paper copies was then transferred to the on-line survey
system so that the software could work with all the data supplied.
The SurveyGizmo software enabled the data to be looked at as text, in tables, or in graphical or visual
forms. Where the answers to the survey were provided as free text, then it was possible to get a visual
representation of the answers because the software put the most frequently occurring words into the
largest text size. For instance — in answer to the question ‘where should the Attlebridge parish
meeting be held’? - the most commonly used words in the
answer were ‘hall’ and ‘church’ so these are given most
prominence. Other words shown in the graphic were also
used in the various answers. Full details can only be
obtained by reading each individual response.
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The Three Parishes, an historical context.
With thanks to the Norfolk Heritage Explorer.

The parish boundaries of - left to right - Weston Longville, Morton on the Hill and Attlebridge

Weston Longville has a long history, and was certainly well established by the time of the Norman
Conquest, its population, land ownership and productive resources being extensively detailed in the
Domesday Book of 1086. This would suggest that the village did not have a specifically Norman
associated with one of the 7 Longuevilles in France, as has been suggested.
The earliest dateable evidence of human activity
comes in the form of Neolithic flint tools. The
Bronze Age has left evidence of the earliest visible
structure in the parish, a round barrow in The
Warren. This is a tree and bracken-covered bowl
barrow, and was part of a much larger barrow
cemetery visible from aerial photographs, which
extends into Morton on the Hill. In 1852, a
spectacular Iron Age Hoard was found near Top
Farm, consisting of two or three hundred silver
Iceni coins, and a few early Roman coins, in a
pottery urn by men
digging a ditch. A
further Roman coin
and pieces of Roman pottery were found in 1988. Aerial photographs of the
parish has identified five areas of possible Iron Age or Roman enclosures, two
towards the north end of the parish and three to the east of Weston Green.
Iceni Coins
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The medieval period has left the parish with its oldest surviving
building, All Saints’ Church. This is a large, well-maintained flint,
brick and stone church, consisting of a small 13th century west
tower, a 14th century aisled nave with a clerestory, a 14th century
chancel and a 15th century south porch. The church is best known
for its association with Parson James Woodforde, who was Rector
here from 1776 until his death in 1803, and whose famous diaries
of village life are still available. Over the porch is an empty niche,
above which is a shield of the Company of French Merchant
All Saints
Adventurers, a company incorporated by Edward IV. The 14th
century south door has long hinges and retains its original closing ring. The plain octagonal font is
probably 13th century and is supported on four Purbeck marble columns. Built into the step to the west
of the font is a probably Late Saxon crucifixion carving, the church's oldest feature. On the north aisle is a
large and particularly good 14th century painted Jesse tree (a family tree of Christ). The chancel arch is
flanked by two other 14th century paintings, one of St John the Baptist and one of St John the Divine. The
15th century rood screen has a dado with (much restored) painted panels of the twelve disciples under
interlacing arches of tracery. The building was restored in the 1800s.
Weston Hall or Tye Hall is a 16th century two storey red brick country
house, T-shaped in plan and much altered, possibly containing the
remains of an earlier house. The earlier wing is to the east and has
some brick diapering still visible. The house has a two storey porch
with a segmental head and Doric pilasters and a good door frame of
about 1600. The upper part of the porch has a coat of arms and a date
of 1606. The later range running north to south is probably 18th
century. 20th century extensions are to the north and west. Old
sources refer to a medieval moated timber framed house on the site.

Threshing Barn

On Hungate Common is the site of a post medieval (and possibly
medieval) settlement which was demolished when the World War Two airfield was developed. Of the
post medieval buildings to survive, possibly the oldest is the barn in Weston Park, a 16th and 17th
century thatched timber framed threshing barn, partly weatherboarded and partly plastered. Later
pantiled lean-tos project from the north end.
Old Thatched Cottage is a thatched building that is said to date to
about 1600, and has a fine fireplace and bread oven internally.
Green Farm House is an early 17th century red brick farmhouse,
two storeys high with dormer attics under a black glazed pantile
roof. The building may enclose parts of an earlier house. Also 17th
century in origin are Willows Farmhouse on Heath Road, The
Woodlands on Morton Lane and The Old Hart on Church Street.
Also on Church
Street is Church
Farmhouse, a late 18th century two storey red brick
farmhouse, a remodelling of an earlier house, with
later additions and alterations. The Old Rectory on
Rectory Road is a late 18th to early 19th century two
storey red brick former rectory. This post dates the
building lived in by Parson Woodforde. The
symmetrical façade has a central doorway with an
architrave and Doric pilasters.
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Weston Park is a post medieval landscape park associated with
Weston House, which was a three storey house of 1781 in the
Adams style, demolished in 1926 after the interiors had been sold
off, and the rubble used in the construction of the new Lenwade
bridge. The stables remain, converted to a house, but the outline
of the demolished building can be seen from the air. The park was
probably established in the late 18th century, possibly in 1778 and
was extended several times during the 19th century. Some of the
Weston Park, now the Royal Norwich Golf Course
woodland within the park is ancient, with other sections dating to
the 18th, 19th and 20th centuries. Work on aerial photographs has identified several areas of cropmarks
of probable medieval or post-medieval fields in the south-east corner of the parish, to the east of Weston
Green.

Morton on the Hill
Morton on the Hill is an irregularly shaped parish and its eastern
boundary follows closely the course of the River Wensum. The river
is fringed by marshes, with land rising up to the west from these.
Morton on the Hill is not recorded in the Domesday Book of 1086.
This may mean that there was no settlement called Morton at the
time. On the other hand, a settlement called Helmingham is
mentioned and it is possible that Morton was covered in its entry.
This suggestion is supported by the fact that the Domesday Book
mentions two churches in Helmingham and that, from the 13th
century onwards, the settlement was referred to as ‘Helmingham alias Morton’. Over time the name
Helmingham appears to have fallen out of use with the title Morton on the Hill taking over. It has been
suggested that the Helmingham was located near Morton Hall, with medieval Morton sited where the
modern hamlet is.
The placename Morton is Old English and means ‘enclosure on a moor or marshy ground’. Helmingham
was called ‘Helmingeham’ in the Domesday Book. This is also an Old English name and means
‘homestead of Helm’s people’. In 1086 the Bishop of Thetford and Walter Giffard held land in the parish.
Freemen, villagers, smallholders, slaves, ploughs, meadow, mills, pigs and sheep were recorded.
There is a little evidence of pre-historic settlement - two Palaeolithic handaxes, a Mesolithic flaked
axehead, a Neolithic polished axehead and a Neolithic flaked axehead or roughout have been found in
the parish along with an Early Bronze Age dagger or dirk and an Iron Age terret. There are some Bronze
Age round barrows and several ring ditches in the parish,most of which are only visible from the air.
Several Roman and Saxon artefacts have been found around the area. They include fragments of
pottery, brooches, a knife or razor handle, wrist clasps and a heavy cast ring. A Saxon cemetery is
located on land to the west of Morton Barns.
Of the two churches mentioned in the Domesday Book, St Margaret’s Church is located in the centre of
the parish, away from the current village and adjacent to Morton Hall. Much of the nave is Late Saxon,
as are the ruins of the round tower. The chancel was added in the late 13th century, with a porch and
chapel constructed in the 15th century. The tower survived to its full height until 1959 when it collapsed,
damaging the nave and the porch. The church remained unused and unrepaired until the 1980s when
the nave, chancel, porch and chapel were restored.
The second church recorded was probably St Mary’s. Records from 1284 suggest that it was disused by
the late 13th century and, as a result, its location is uncertain. It may have stood amongst the marshes
where low earthworks and features have been identified. Between the Morton and Attle bridges, was a
medieval hermitage. During the 1960s a medieval stone carving, possibly featuring the founder of the
hermitage and his wife, was discovered at its site.
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Surviving post medieval buildings include those at Street Farm, the
abattoir at the Old Butcher’s Shop, 8 and 10 The Street and the North
Lodges. These lodges belong to Weston Park, a small section of which
occupies a part of the north of the parish. Another lodge is situated
to the southeast of the hamlet, alongside a trackway leading to
Morton Hall. The original Morton Hall was built in 1590, with a
substantial block added in 1834 and a small extension constructed
during the late 19th century. The 16th century section was
St Margaret’s Church
demolished in 1950s following army occupation during World War
Two. The late 16th century garden walls survive, as do both the 19th
century sections. To the west of the hall are a folly and two post medieval cisterns, one or both of which
may have fed the folly with water. A 2m tall circular brick structure with two square openings is situated
at the southwest corner of the wall. It is believed to be an owl house and, if so, it is the only one known in
Norfolk and one of only a few recorded in the whole country.

Attlebridge
The name Attlebridge comes from the Old English for ‘Aetla’s bridge’ and indeed there has been a river
crossing in the village of Attlebridge itself since before the Norman
Conquest. The current footway bridge was constructed in 1913, using
a mixture of iron and probably some of the stonework from a bridge
of 1668.
The parish appears to have been inhabited since prehistoric times,
with archaeological examples from most major periods. The earliest
evidence of occupation comes from the Mesolithic and is in the form
of worked flint tools, including an axe and microliths. Settlement
continued into the Bronze Age,
and pottery fragments of this time have been discovered together
with copper alloy objects including a spear fragment and a
scabbard mount. There was Roman occupation from the 1st to
early 5th centuries and coins, brooches and other metal objects
have been found. A Roman settlement was uncovered by
excavation in 1989, to the north of Attlebridge church. This
included a structure thought to be a roundhouse or perhaps even
a temple.
There is little visible evidence of a Saxon presence in the parish,
however Late Saxon (or possibly early medieval) barns have been excavated.
The only medieval building surviving is St Andrew’s Church which
has a nave and chancel of 13th century date, with later 15th
century additions. The parish contains, somewhere, the remains
of Dighton, a medieval village that is thought to have been
deserted by the 18th century. Despite several investigations the
exact site of the village is not known.

St Andrew’s Church

From post medieval times the oldest surviving building is
probably Old Hall Farm. This has some 17th century brickwork
around a probable timber frame and was surrounded on three
sides by a moat until the 1970s. Spring Farm Barn has a date of
1767. The Old School is an example of a 19th century Gothic style
building.

Further reading: ‘An Historical Walk Around Weston Longville’ by Marjorie Futter. For a copy, contact
Ruth Goodall at ruthgoodall@btinternet.com
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Marriotts Way.
(Information from the Marriott’s Way Heritage Trail Project)
The Marriott’s Way Heritage Trail has sections which run
through both the parishes of Morton and Attlebridge.
Marriott’s Way is a 26 mile footpath, bridleway and cycle route,
which follows the routes of two disused railway lines and runs
1883 railway routes
between the Aylsham and Norwich. The route is composed of two original
Victorian lines: the East Norfolk Railway (later the Great Eastern) from Aylsham to Cawston, and the
Eastern and Midland Railway (later the Midland and Great Northern Joint Railway, or the ‘Muddle & Go
Nowhere') from Lenwade to Norwich.
The Midland & Great Northern line was completed in 1882 and linked
the Midlands to Melton Constable through Themelthorpe and then
onto Norwich. The second phase was the Great Eastern Line, which
was completed in 1883 and ran from Themelthorpe to Aylsham, then
connecting through to Wroxham. The line was used to move troops in
the First and Second World Wars, and continued to service passenger
traffic until 1959. Although never a high profile railway, it was
extremely safe – in its whole history not one passenger was ever
killed on the M&GN.
Following nationalisation in 1948, passenger services rapidly
declined, but the route was kept running to serve the concrete
factory at Lenwade, with the extremely tight Themelthorpe Loop constructed
in 1960 linking the two lines together to facilitate transport of concrete
through Norwich and on to the Midlands. The curve was so acute that a limit
of 25mph had to be imposed to avoid danger of derailment! The line finally
closed to all rail traffic following the closure of the factory in 1985.
The trail is named in memory of William Marriott who was Chief Engineer and
Manager of the Midland and Great Northern Railway (M&GN) for 41 years.
Attlebridge Station
He was a remarkable man who worked on the railways from 1875-1924,
almost spanning the ‘second century’ of railway history, and who patented up to 11 improvements in
railway engineering, many of them concerned with the use of reinforced concrete.

The Midland and Great Northern Joint Railway section ran through the parishes of Morton and
Attlebridge, with a station at Attlebridge.
The trail now has seven circular walks and two cycle loops. The walks and cycle loops are described in a
free guide both purchasable or downloadable for free from the internet. On the ground the routes are
well signposted by fingerposts and Norfolk Trails discs. You can find all the circular trails covered by OS
Explorer Map 238. Many of the walks use well-trodden trails and road side paths. Short distances cross
arable fields and common land. A few of the walks take in sections of road, and while these are generally
quiet, they are still open to traffic, so please take care.
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Attlebridge Airfield

(Information from Forgottonairfields.com)
The name Attlebridge is most often associated with
the Second World War airfield. Although the base is
closer to Weston Longville than Attlebridge, it is
thought to have been so named as the nearest
railway station to the base was at Attlebridge. It also
avoided confusion with the Weston-Super-Mare
airfield. This was an early wartime station, laid out
for use by No. 2 Group RAF light bombers, and was
completed in August 1942. The airfield was used
by No. 88 Squadron RAF from August 1941 to
September 1942 using Bristol Blenheim IVs
and Douglas Bostons. Attlebridge was assigned to
the United States Army Air Forces (USAAF) Eighth Air
Force's 2nd Bomb Wing on 30 September 1942. It
was given USAAF designation Station 120. In late
1943 it was upgraded to take heavy bombers by
extending the runways. The 466th Bombardment
Group (Heavy) arrived from Topeka Army Air Field,
Kansas on 7 March 1944 and consisted of four
operational squadrons of B-24 Liberators—the 784,
5th, 6th and 7th Bombardment Squadrons.
Most of the runways, perimeter track, and a few of
the aircraft parkings still remain. Also remaining is
the control tower, which is now extensively
renovated and used as an office building by the
owners of the site. The briefing room and HQ block
still exist, the latter being used as a private house.
The T-2 hangars have long been gone but a few of the old Nissen huts and other structures remain on
some of the dispersed sites, used for a variety of purposes.
A small portion of the western side of the former airfield no longer exists. The main runway was
shortened and the perimeter track removed west of the Weston Green Road. Two wind turbines are now
located on the field and a large section of the south side is now covered with solar panels.
During a reunion in 1992 a memorial was dedicated at a crossroads near the airfield.
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Who are we ?
From the 2011 census, Attlebridge had a population of 223 in 96 households, Morton on the Hill had 85
in 34 households and Weston Longville had 339 in 144 households. The team distributed one paper copy
of the survey per household and although individuals could fill it in on-line or ask for a paper copy, it is
probably fair to work out the return rate based on numbers of households. The responses return for the
survey were Attlebridge 25 (26.0%), Morton on the Hill 23 (67.6%) and Weston Longville 75 (52.1%) overall around a 45% return rate.

Who answered the survey ?
On the whole, not young people ! The data would seem to suggest that more than three quarters of the
populations of each of the three parishes are over 50 and practically no-one is less than 30 !
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Is this true, or just who returned the forms ? Using Weston Longville as an example (the biggest sample
size) and comparing the survey return ages with the National Census data on ages from 2011 it shows
that the older age ranges are more likely to have returned the survey than those under 50.
Our survey results would say that nearly 80% of the inhabitants of Weston Longville are over 50 whereas
the Census data says that actually only 43% are. This is important when considering the rest of the survey results as the results may not be completely reflective of what the whole parishes want and may reflect the concerns of the older generations more strongly.

Why did we come to live in the parishes ? The strongest reason was for the location of the house, and
the rural nature of the local environment. The parishes are lucky to have access to the coast, Thetford
Forest, shopping, theatres, football clubs and a myriad of other amenities all within 45 mins drive of us.
Around 5% of us have been born and brought up in the parishes and have never lived anywhere else.
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Does Community Matter ?
Most of us have lived in our communities for many years and many respondents have spent at least a
decade in their parish.

How well do people know each other and value a community ? Most people recognise their neighbours and know them by name
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A large majority of people think that a strong community is built when people help one another out.
Being a good neighbour is important. 20 from the 91 people who responded to this question felt that this
was true of their community. Having somewhere to meet and have events organised that everyone can
go to was seen as helping to create a sense of belonging. What also may be true is that neighbourliness
matters all the time, but people may vary in the extent to which at any one time they are involved in the
wider community depending on age, family commitments, work and personal interests.

‘Friendly’ and ‘helpful’ were the words most frequently used to describe the community, although
‘elderly’ was also a perception. Not everyone feels that way — several respondents from each of the
parishes felt that their communities were splintered, conservative, divided or snobby. In rural parishes
such as ours, households are spread out, with small groups of houses together but separate from others
so there is a potential for some groups to feel isolated and ignored in places where even a common
noticeboard may be a long way from most people.
More than 99% of us are registered with a local
Doctors surgery, with the Lenwade / Mattishall
group making up the majority. Comments
were overwhelmingly positive about the services and staff, however parking was the most
negative aspect in the comments.

Around half the respondents were aware of the
services available in our parishes
Post office in Attlebridge
Mobile library in Weston
Fresh fish man
Milk man
Window cleaner

69

56.6%

81

66.4%

51
53
69

41.8%
43.4%
56.6%

Drayton and Horsford
Lenwade
Mattishall
Reepham
Taverham

12
46
19
3
27

No-one who answered the survey was in fulltime education and only 21 households from the 122 had
children aged 4-16. 6 attended Great Witchingham School with most of the rest split between
Taverham and Reepham High Schools. Getting transport to any of the education establishments was the
common theme in the comments. The school bus was valued.
15

Local Democracy
Section 9 of the Local Government Act 1972 states that ‘for every parish there shall be a parish meeting
for the purpose of discussing parish affairs and exercising any functions conferred on such meetings by
any enactment…’ Section 13 of the Act states that ‘the parish meeting of a parish shall consist of the local
government electors for the parish’ Whether there is any other form of local representation largely then
depends on the number of electors and their enthusiasm. For a parish to have a parish council, at least
200 electors are needed to live in the community. A parish council consists of representatives elected in
a formal setting. i.e. canvasing, ballot papers and a count, typically every 4 years. They manage all local
affairs and manage the annual local government precept. Where the community does not have 200
electors then there is still an annual parish meeting and at this meeting a Chair, a Clerk and a Treasurer
are elected and carry out the business of the parish, including holding a second parish meeting in the
year. Parish Coucils must hold at least 4 meetings per year. Attlebridge and Morton on the Hill are
Parish Meetings whilst Weston Longville is a Parish Council.
Both Councils and Meetings may levy a precept to cover their running expenses. For the year 2019/20,
the precept for Attlebridge was £120 or £2.11 per band D household equivalent, for Morton on the Hill it
is £425 or £11.18 per household and for Weston Longville it is £5,500 or £39.29 per household.
Most local councils will have a consultation role in respect of planning applications affecting their area,
although they are not the deciding authority. They support village events and community buildings and
also provide assets which support the identity of the community such as village signs, dog litter, waste
bins or public benches. Depending on the identity and size of the town or village, activities and facilities
could be wide-ranging providing allotments, burial grounds and cemeteries or markets, toilets, parks and
play areas.

Parishioners were asked whether they thought their parish council or parish meeting did
a good job.
Overall for the 3 parishes, 115 responded with 20% thinking they did an excellent job, 48.7% good, 26.1%
ok with 3.4% poor and 1.7% as inadequate. The responses for the individual parishes are below.
Parish
Attlebridge

number of responses
% of responses

Total responses Excellent

23

7
30.4%

Good
12
52.2%

OK
4
17.4%

Poor
0
0.0%

Inadequate
0
0.0%

Morton on the Hill number of responses
% of responses

20

2
10.0%

11
55.0%

7
35.0%

0
0.0%

0
0.0%

Weston Longville

73

14
19.2%

34
46.6%

19
26.0%

4
5.5%

2
2.7%

number of responses
% of responses
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Does the Parish Council/Meeting listen to parishioners?
Overall, 111 responded with 28.8% feeling definitely, 30.6% mostly, 31.5% had no strong feelings with
7.2% feeling ‘not really’ and 1.8% Not at all.
Total respons- Definitely Mostly No strong Not really Not at all
es
feelings
Parish
Attlebridge

number of responses
% of responses

22

8
36.4%

7
31.8%

7
31.8%

0
0.0%

0
0.0%

Morton on the Hill number of responses
% of responses

20

3
15.0%

10
50.0%

6
30.0%

1
5.0%

0
0.0%

Weston Longville number of responses
% of responses

70

22
31.4%

17
24.3%

22
31.4%

7
10.0%

2
2.9%

The statistics show an even positive spread between Attlebridge and Morton with no results in the ‘Not
really’ and ‘not at all’ sections. Weston with a higher sample has 56% positive and 13% in the two lower
categories.

Do you know how to contact your local parish representative?
Attlebridge

Morton

Weston

% Yes

86.4

76.2

91.4

% No

13.6

23.8

8.6

112 responded with 87.5% saying ‘yes’ and 12.5% ‘no’.

Weston Parish Council meets at Hall for All and the survey asked where Attlebridge and
Morton should hold their meetings
Parish councils or meetings may not meet in licenced premises. Currently Attlebridge uses St Andrews
Church with no cost to the parish and Morton meets in a private house. The use of the Hall for All would
require a hire cost. The cost implication was not included in the survey. The results of the survey suggest
that Attlebridge respondents still prefer the Church for their meetings whereas both Weston and Morton
prefer Hall for All.

Attlebridge

Morton
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Parishioners were asked what the priorities should be for their Parish Council or Parish
Meetings
The majority of the concerns were traffic related. The speed of traffic was a particular issue with strong
feelings expressed about safety. There was also concern about the impact of the Norwich Western Link.
However, they were not the only concerns and the comments below give a flavour of the range of issues
that parishioners would like to see being considered and acted upon by their local representatives.
Attlebridge

Comments from all three parishes
•

More emphasis on environmental issues, social
issues, less about traffic.

•

Facilitating the provision of social and (truly)
affordable housing for local people

•

Raising awareness of issues arising at national
and county level that have a potential impact
and responding to consultations/lobbying as
appropriate and in the interests of the village as
a whole. Initiating and facilitating community
activities. Addressing communal issues raised by
parishioners that relate to accessibility and/or
improvement of local resources.

•

Addressing the needs of the parish as a whole
not just individuals.

•

Community cohesion and longer term planning
for the community

•

Protecting the parish and its environment and
communicating effectively with parishioners

•

Listen to all parishioners’ needs and concerns
and work for the interest of all within the parish

•

Hold us together

•

Representing the parish and our voices liaising
with other groups making decisions about
things that affect us all or many of us

•

Collaboration with other villages and parishes.

Morton on the Hill

Weston Longville

“As we’ve gone on, we’ve learned that pleasing
everyone is impossible but upsetting everyone is
simple. As John Lydgate said ‘ you can please
some of the people all of the time, please all of
the people some of the time but you can’t please
all of the people all of the time’.”
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Parishioners were asked in what ways they thought Parish Council/Meetings could
improved.
It seems that a lack of knowledge regarding meeting dates, agendas and availability of minutes is a
concern. Suggestions for action including emails, alerts, village publications etc. are listed in the
comments below.
Attlebridge and Morton all report a low attendance at Council Meetings. Attendance at Weston varies
depending on the whether there is a major issue to be discussed.

Attlebridge

Comments from all three parishes:
•
•
•

•

Morton on the Hill

•

•

Weston Longville
•
•
•
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More use of digital involvement/inclusion
Have a microphone so that the parishioners
can hear all that is being discussed.
More awareness that the role of a councillor
is to represent the whole parish; too often
narrow, self interest takes priority
It is helpful and democratic that non-parish
council members can contribute to debate.
However, some of the audience can take up a
disproportionate amount of 'airtime,' or veer
off the subject matter. Perhaps questions
from the floor for each issue could be time
limited, or limited to one part of the meeting.
Emailing parishioners to let them know when
the meetings take place. Updating the website with minutes of meetings and/or sending
these to interested parties shortly after the
meeting.
Minutes, or a précis of, should be sent electronically to parishioners. This also applies to
the agenda.
More advertising of when and where
meetings are, maybe email notification
More consultations like this, maybe a meet
and greet coffee event
Perhaps improve communication on projects
and outcomes

Digital or analogue ?
Over the past few years more and more services have moved on-line —s hopping, obviously, but more
of the ‘compulsory’ things are being steered towards the internet — like tax returns, car tax, passport
applications and many other government based services. In the past, radio and television used to give
you phone numbers to ring for help but today it all seems to be websites. This is true for accessing help
in many ways — via the voluntary sector like Age UK, or any of the medical charities, via your local
council, or via the government. This is despite a 2019 national survey indicating around 18% of people
not accessing the internet in any way. For mobile phones
however, the picture is different. Only around 3-5% of UK
households do not have a mobile phone and this figure has
been fairly steady since 2015. So if you don’t have a mobile
phone then you are uncommon. At the end of 2014, 78.5
million mobile phones were registered in the UK, for a
population of 64.4 million. So do the people of the Three
Parishes conform to the UK normal ?
14% of the survey responders of Morton did not have
access to on-line services, 9% of those in Weston
likewise, whilst only 4% of Attlebridge respondents had
no internet access. For those using the internet, most
were using search engines and email with most of us
doing some shopping on-line. 8% of those accessing the
internet used it only for email and nothing else. Only a
very few of us are gamers (3 people) or study via on-line.
Most of us are accessing the internet at home and using
PCs, tablets or mobile phones. Not many rely on libraries
or public spaces for our access. Several people have no
access themselves at their home but do go round to
family or friends in order to do so.
How are we getting to the internet ? This is quite complicated and contains a lot of jargon. There is
FTTP—Fibre to the Premises or FFTH—Fibre to the Home. This is a superfast broadband solution. Fibre
to the Premises means that the fibre broadband internet connection from the local exchange is
connected to the router in your home, which is much faster than the old copper telephone line used by
many other broadband services.
FTTC—Fibre to the Cabinet. The fibre cables from the local exchange (or data centre) stop at the street
cabinet. From here, traditional copper cabling is used to pipe the data to your router. Since it’s slower to
pass signals down copper cabling, this gives slower broadband speeds compared to FTTP but is still
classed as superfast.
‘Traditional’ broadband is the slowest form and refers to non-fibre cabling running from the telephone
exchange to the local cabinet and from there to the house. Some homes may be too far from the
exchange to get certain types of broadband and the speed of the connection is also impacted by your
distance from the exchange.
In May 2020, Openreach announced that their FTTP network has covered 2.5 million UK premises (there
are 27.1 million households, excluding business premises) and as of 2 May 2020, 96.9%
of UK households can receive "superfast broadband".
In our survey, 48% of responders in Morton were on high speed internet, 61% in Attlebridge and 51% in
Weston Longville. Not everyone who could have it may have chosen to take it up. However there are
large sections of our three parishes which are not scheduled to get fibre broadband, according to the
Better Broadband for Norfolk website.
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Better Broadband for Norfolk Coverage Map May 2020

Weston Longville is particularly poorly served with there being no plans to improve speeds to Rectory Rd
or Hungate Common where around 10% of the parish households live; and Field Rd and Morton Lane still
awaiting connection (another 10%). Much of Attlebridge away from the main village will also not be
served.

A majority of people, 60-75%, felt they had no need for IT support or training but where there was a
need identified, people wanted help with Microsoft programmes such as Word and Excel, social media,
internet usage and security, and how to choose and set up equipment. National surveys indicate that
there are around 4 times as many PC users compared to Macs. Of those seeking help in our survey, 2
from 32 indicated they were Mac users.
So are we better off with regard to mobile phone
signal ? Here there is a big difference between
parishes. 83% of respondents in Attlebridge
reported good indoor phone signals compared
with only half the people in Morton and only a
third in Weston.
Most people are getting their information about
local issues and events via the old-fashioned
methods of a hand-delivered parish magazine, a
leaflet through the door or being told about it by
someone else. Looking at local websites was not
high on people’s sources for information, possibly
because the fact that they are there is not widely
known ! Even though more than 90% of those using
the internet used email, less than half are part of a
‘circular information email’ group. There was some
support for an e-news letter or for the parish
magazines to go on-line. The two parish
magazines—The Pilgrim which serves Attlebridge,
Alderford and Swannington, and the Wensum Diary
serving Weston, Morton and The Witchinghams,
seem to be widely read and are most looked to as
sources of information.
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Community Facilities
The Weston Longville Parish Plan, published in 2009, asked questions about the old village hall (picture
below left), the playing field and the kinds of community facilities people wanted to see. The published
plan was crucial to kickstarting the process of finding funding for a new hall, equipment for the playing
field and a play area. More than £400, 000 was raised for these three projects. The play area opened in
July 2011 and Hall for All opened in September 2012 as a community facility (pictured below right) - to be

shared by Attlebridge, Morton and Weston. So now we are 8 years on we wanted to know how successful
parishioners thought the projects had been.

Hall for All
The hall has been well used by all the
parishes and 96% of those who
responded to the survey had visited
the hall to vote, for community
events or had hired the hall for a
private party. 76.5% had attended a
community event and the New
Year’s Eve Bonfire and Fireworks
party had proved very popular with
53% of respondents. The hall has
proved to be the cornerstone on
which a much closer collaboration
between the three parishes has been
built. Morton and Attlebridge are
now members of the 7 Parish Council Chairs Group and share in the Temporis Wind Turbine Fund.
Asked to describe the quality of the hall
92.2% described it as excellent or good.
However, there were ways in which it
was felt it could be improved and the
kitchen facilities came in for most
criticism. Other issues mentioned were
access from Church Street and Ringland
Lane, insufficient car parking, the lack of
a bar and the need for more toilets.
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75.6 % of respondents felt that having events to bring the community together was either essential or
important and the kinds of things people wanted to see more of were: activities for children, events and
classes timed for those at work, summer fetes, and coffee mornings. There are 14 Trustees who manage
Hall for All, and it is rather like running a small business so we wanted to know, if the Trustees are to
respond to requests for more activities, would there be people willing to come forward to help.
Respondents were fairly evenly divided, 40% said ‘Maybe’, 29% said ‘No’ and 31% said ‘Yes’.

The Play Area
The Play area opened in July 2011 and was designed for all ages. It has stood the test of time reasonably
well and has suffered virtually no vandalism. Of those who responded to the survey 49% had used it and
79% rated it good to excellent. We also asked how the play area could be improved:
•

A zip wire for older children and outdoor exercise equipment

•

Hard standing permanent outdoor BBQ facility by the playing fields

•

More seating for supervising adults

•

The addition of some apparatus that could be used by older children

•

Longer, higher slide, bigger swings for older kids

•

More apparatus for young children

•

There is nothing for toddlers apart from a swing

Asked whether respondents would like to see outdoor exercise equipment for adults, 45% said ‘No, 30%
said ‘Yes’ and 25% said ’Maybe’.
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The Playing Field
The playing field adjacent to Hall for All is owned by the Morton Estate and leased to Weston Longville
Parish Council. It is used by individuals and a regular Sunday team of footballers. There are two full size
goals with nets and two smaller goals with nets. The playing field also provides the space for community
events and overspill parking. The parish council pays for the grass to be cut on the playing field and
around the hall and play area. 37% of respondents had used the playing field as a playing field and 55%
felt there was no need for more recreational activities. However, 45% felt there was a need and the most
popular ideas are listed below, with the greatest emphasis on organised groups activity:
•

A tennis court

•

Hard play area for teenagers

•

Table tennis club

•

Badminton club

•

Cycling club (1)

•

Parish walks

•

Archery area would be fantastic! (2)

•

Attlebridge children's play area

•

Organised running group

(1)

The Wensum Valley Cycling Club are a well established and successful cycling club which uses the Parson
Woodforde pub as a base. See www.wensumvalleycycling.co.uk for more information or email
contactus@wensumvalleycycling.co.uk or tel 07484791358
(2)

Norfolk Bowmen is an archery club based on the B1535 at Weston Longville. There are very few limitations to
access . See www.norfolkbowmen.co.uk for more information, email 07943 392643 or tel 07943 392643
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Temporis Wind Turbine Fund
Each year Temporis pays £10,000 into a community
fund, managed by the Norfolk Foundation. £9,000
can be accessed by the four parishes of Weston,
Morton, Attlebridge and Hockering. We asked for
suggestions as to how that fund should be used:
there were 74 suggestions and the most popular are
summarised below, and interestingly were fairly
evenly divided between capital projects and activities:
•

Bus shelter for the school children in Weston village.

•

Charity festival with Live Bands.

•

Community tennis court/outside multi surface sports facility

•

Children's trip to pantomime.

•

Buying time which is the hardest thing to find money for.

•

Improving footpaths.

•

Helping local people get about - transport (perhaps along lines of Reepham Rover).

•

Public footpaths through the village on both sides of the road.

•

Improving the allotments for the elderly

•

Laying and maintaining a permissive footpath down Marl Hill

•

A footpath along the full length of the Fakenham Road at Morton and on to Gt
Witchingham

•

A toilet and servery in All Saints Church, Weston Longville

•

Outdoor Table tennis table at Hall for All

•

Tree planting, footpath creation and signage

•

Extra community activities – fireworks are great, perhaps a summer event

•

Help with winter fuel costs

•

Quarterly rubbish skip

•

Funding for activities that people want rather than inanimate objects

•

Clean village road signs and plant flowers

•

Help those suffering hardship

•

Help with a Youth Club

•

Footpath from Ringland Lane across grass to Hall for All with low level lighting

•

Signposting of community walks

•

New noticeboards in Attlebridge

Three parishes party in 2016, which was funded
by the Wind Turbine fund.
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Business and Employment
Employment
Below are the employment statistics for Weston and Attlebridge which have been taken from the 2011
Census. No census information was available for Morton. The Census statistics differ somewhat from the
data gathered in our survey because of the higher proportion of retired people who completed the
survey.
Weston Longville

All usual residents aged 16 to 74
Economically active
In employment
Employee: Part-time
Employee: Full-time
Self-employed
Unemployed
Full-time student
Economically Inactive
Retired
Student (including full-time students)
Looking after home or family
Long-term sick or disabled
Other
Unemployed: Age 16 to 24
Unemployed: Age 50 to 74
Unemployed: Never worked
Long-term unemployed
Source: 2011 Census

Attlebridge

Broadland

Norfolk

Count
251
176
171
28
92
51
3
2
75
54
2

%
100
70.1
68.1
11.2
36.7
20.3
1.2
0.8
29.9
21.5
0.8

Count
168
122
118
22
55
41
1
3
46
31
2

%
100
72.6
70.2
13.1
32.7
24.4
0.6
1.8
27.4
18.5
1.2

%
100
71.1
66
16.7
37.8
11.4
2.6
2.6
28.9
18.6
2.8

%
100
68.1
61.5
15.1
36.1
10.3
3.8
2.8
31.9
17.9
4.1

13
3
3
0
1
0
1

5.2
1.2
1.2
0
0.4
0
0.4

7
5
1
1
0
1
0

4.2
3
0.6
0.6
0
0.6
0

3.5
2.8
1.2
0.8
0.6
0.3
0.9

4.2
3.9
1.9
1.1
0.8
0.5
1.5

What do the statistics tell us?

Both Weston and Attlebridge have a higher proportion of people who are self employed compared with
Norfolk 20.3% and 24% as against 10.3%. The parishes also have lower levels of unemployment and
slightly more retired people than the county average of 17.9%.
26% of the respondents who are self employed work from home in a wide range of occupations: farming,
hospitality, accountancy, media and business support services. There are also a small number of people
who have ‘hobby businesses’ such a winery, model railways, metal detecting and catering.
The part of Weston and Morton that sometimes gets forgotten is the industrial estate and the businesses
located along the A1067. There are a total of 87 businesses paying business rates in the three parishes.
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Business problems

We asked those running businesses about the problems they encountered and although by far the
majority — 84% — found no problems. Those that did listed Broadband speeds, poor mobile phone
signal, lack of public transport and labour shortages.
Travel to work
21% of respondents work from home, 24% work within 10 miles of their home and 22% travel more than
10 miles to work. Travel by car dominates with 83% using a car to get to work and very little use of public
transport.

Housing and Development
Housing is an important issue for the residents of the three parishes. It was the reason that 60% of
respondents chose to move into the area and 41% have lived in their present home for more than 20
years and 22% for between 10 and 20 years.
Background
Morton
There are 34 households in Morton according to the 2002 Census with no data available from the 2011
census.
Attlebridge

There are 96 dwellings in Attlebridge with a high proportion of detached properties as you might expect
in a rural area, and very little shared accomodation. The majority are owner occupied - 71.9% as
compared with 38% across Norfolk, with the remainder rented accommodation, divided one third /two
thirds between social and private rented housing.
Attlebridge is identified in the Joint Core Strategy (Policy 17) as a village where there is no Settlement
Limit, (this means that there is no boundary within which development can take place). No allocations for
development are proposed at this location.
The Greater Norwich Local Plan (GLNP) ‘Growth Options’ shows that three sites have been promoted for
consideration as allocations, a mix of housing, industrial and commercial and are all close to the NDR.
Weston Longville
There are 153 dwellings in Weston Longville. 106 are owner occupied 69.3% as against 38.3% for Norfolk.
The remainder of the dwellings are rented, the majority from private landlords with very little social or
local authority housing (7 dwellings).
Weston has no settlement limit and currently the only proposed development under the GNLP are five
houses at Weston Hall.
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Future Development.
The survey asked questions about the need for more housing, what type it should be and where it might
be located. The survey also asked about development linked to employment.
60% of respondents favoured no development and 40% favoured some development but only of single
dwellings, infilling, dividing existing plots, small groups of houses and sheltered accommodation. These
respondents recognised the need to attract more young families and a number wished that it might
possible to downsize and still remain in the parish. It was felt that the lack of infrastructure limited
development possibilities and no one wanted to see large housing estates.
Potential development sites

Weston Longville
Field opposite Woodforde Close
End of Post Office Lane
Old hanger base at Hungate Common and Rectory Rd corner (formerly
chicken sheds)
Rear of Woodforde Close
Extension of housing down Field
Road and Honingham road
Gardens
Morton
The old gallery site on A1067 ( next
to Morton Farmhouse)
The Street
Attlebridge
Redevelopment of social housing at
the top of Station Road (now taking
place)

Development to support employment.
The survey asked if parishioners would be in favour of further business employment areas and of those
who responded 33% said yes and 67% said no.
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Traffic and Transport
The survey asked, ‘Do you use public transport?’ excluding park and ride.
Overall, 21% replied Regularly, 58% Occasionally and 21% Never.
Breaking this down by Parish we find the following:

These results indicate that the more accessible public transport is the more likely people are to use it.
Weston has no bus service. No car means no access to public transport from Weston.
Parishioners were asked about the quality of the scheduled service and opinions varied:

•

Infrequent, overcrowded and very slow

•

Yes, for a retired person, not sure for younger users or people
wanting to go to the theatre or cinema as there are no late buses

•

I would use it more if I didn’t have to drive to catch a bus

•

Big gap in morning bus times, nothing between 7.50am and 10.am

•

Costessey Park and Ride buses only go to NNH and UEA

•

I use the Nortax service which is a real lifeline

•

Good service at the Airport Park and Ride and to the NNH

•

I drive to Drayton and park because it gives me more options

The survey asked ‘Are there any bus routes, other than central Norwich or Fakenham, which would serve
your needs?’ Respondents felt that more local routes would be helpful for example to Reepham,
Dereham and North Walsham.
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Parishioners were asked. ‘Is there too much traffic going through your part of the Parish?’

Unsurprisingly the answer to this was a resounding YES! Perception was strongest in Morton at 95%,
Weston at 87%, in Attlebridge at 82% .

The next question asked. “Would you be prepared to close some through routes?”

This was far less conclusive with 56% voting ‘Yes’ and 44% voting ‘No’.
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The next question asked ‘Would you like to see more speed restrictive measures, such as traffic calming?’

Again, a resounding YES with 79% in favour ( Attlebridge 83%, Morton 71% and Weston 80%) 21% saying No.

The follow up question was ‘What suggestions for traffic management options for your Parish do you
have?’
Generally, all were speed related with cameras, speed humps
and pavements being prominent. Many believed that only
when the Norwich Western Link is completed will there be
any substantial change for Weston and Attlebridge, although
traffic problems for Morton may get worse. Following the
publication of Weston’s Parish Plan in 2008, traffic calming
was introduced, added to prior to the opening of the NDR but
still not felt to be enough to cope with the volume of traffic.

Suggestions included:
Reduction in the speed limit to 40mph on
the A1067
Solar powered speed awareness signs
Access only to Weston Village
Traffic lights in Weston

Closing Paddy’s Lane at the junction with Wood
Lane.
Speed bumps
Traffic calming at the entrance to Attlebridge and
pavements by the church
Turning Station Road and Felthorpe Road into a one
way system
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The Environment
The 2008 Weston Parish plan asked what the environmental issues were that concerned people and top
of the list was litter and fly tipping. The plan led to the setting up of a Greener Weston Group which was
responsible for starting twice yearly litter picks. Other initiatives which followed were the annual New
Year’s Day Walk, the creation of permissive footpaths, planting of roses and spring bulbs around the
parish and a guided tree walk. The group is no longer active, but the responsibilities have been passed to
Weston Parish Council. This time the questions asked of the three parishes were designed to discover how
people related to the countryside in which they live as well as testing people’s willingness to get involved
in community environment projects.

Access to the countryside
75% of respondents said they did go into the countryside around their village and 88% had walked or cycled on Marriott’s Way. The answer to the question about walking to The Parson Woodforde was predictable with Weston residents much more likely to walk to the pub, particularly in summer, whereas crossing the A1067 and the traffic on Marl Hill were a serious deterrent for those living in Attlebridge and Morton. Significantly the thing that people felt would make a difference, and would encourage them to make
an even greater use of the countryside, would be less traffic. The Covid-19 lockdown demonstrated just
what a difference traffic-free minor roads can make to cyclists and walkers.
The chart lists some of the other factors people felt would improve and increase access to the countryside.
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Environmental Initiatives
The awareness of environmental initiatives was not great; 23% Weston, and 5% Morton and Attlebridge.
Those green initiatives which people were aware of were litter picking, bulb and rose planting,
maintaining the churchyard, cleaning the play area, cutting the grass on the playing field, solar panels,
wind turbines, and in Weston the appointment of a tree warden. We asked if more people would like to
get involved in green community projects and overall 45% said they would (Attlebridge 52%, Morton
35%, Weston 46%). The kinds of projects of most interest are shown on the chart.
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Pedestrian paths
The next question was about footpaths and we wanted to know how aware people were of the footpath
network in our area. Here there was some differences between the parishes. 70% of respondents from
Attlebridge were aware of local paths, 46% Morton and 43% Weston. Respondents also listed a number
of different places where they felt paths should be provided or improved. In the responses there is
probably more emphasis on pavements and paths within settlements and connecting settlements and
services rather than new field paths.
•

From the Parson Woodforde to Fakenham Road

•

Reinstate footpath from corner of Field Road to Parson Woodforde.

•

Three Corner Covert to Lenwade

•

The airfield is a big block in the centre of the parish which used to have footpaths.

•

There are no footpaths in Morton except for a short stretch on Marriott’s Way. A path from A1067
to Marriott’s Way would be good

•

A safe route from Rectory Road to the middle of the village.

•

A pavement from the pub past the church to serve the rest of Weston Longville

•

Desperately need a proper foot/bike path from Attlebridge/Morton to the Hall for All and the
Parson Woodforde at Weston.

•

Circular routes are very important

•

If the Three Parishes Plan looks to link Morton, Attlebridge and Weston it would be good if the route
down Marl Hill had a cycle path and footpath to make the three feel more connected

•

A safe walking route to Lenwade

•

A safe pathway from the village down to the 1067 so that bus services can be accessed.

•

Areas around Weston Green, the Western Link may cut off and/or make access/walking even more
limited

•

The bottleneck near the Hall for All and around the bend of Church St - by the church.

•

Walking to Lenwade - difficult and dangerous to go down to local services on foot.

•

Weston Green to the village

•

Marl Hill, appreciate the field allows access but its not friendly underfoot

•

From the church up Felthorpe Road / Station Road to Church Farm and the Montessori nursery.

•

I would love to have a map of local walks

•

Footpath on the bad bend from the White House Attlebridge to Churchfields and then after the
council houses

•

Marriott’s Way. Pathway would be nice on Felthorpe Rd too but obviously not enough room up to
the concrete pad so could access Marriott’s Way across the fields

•

Footpath around the corner of the village church (Attlebridge)so the access to Marriott’s Way is less
dangerous

•

Better pedestrian footpath and crossing by the church

•

Car free Morton to Weston route

•

Since the NDR was built we can no longer access bridle paths or footpaths without crossing NDR

•

Path along Weston Hall Road

•

Path to the Fakenham Road to get the bus, that must be drained with a hard surface.

•

Circular walks from PW or church. More dog poo bins.
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Other comments generated by the survey
Attlebridge
•
Many people work hard for the parishes - thank you
•
The success of Attlebridge is of being a small rural village, of which not many are left as most are being destroyed by large housing estates.
•
Would like a local shop
Morton on the Hill
•
A big thank you to community leaders who do so much for the village and area and help make the thriving
community spirit what it is. It is much appreciated by everyone.
•
Could we do something about the footpath in Morton, I can’t push my granddaughter along in her pram the
path is so overgrown!
•
Now too old to continue to take the active part in the parish that I used to.
•
Relax planning laws
•
Small but perfectly formed group of parishioners. Just wish more people would come to our parish meetings.
•
Word of mouth important in Morton; circulated e-mails of Parish Meetings and social event (summer lunch)
would be helpful as it would hopefully get more people involved in parish matters
Weston Longville
•
Although I haven't engaged with the local community, I have never been happier with my home and local environment!
•
Better than where I have been before
•
For most of the last century the community spirit in Weston Longville has revolved around the village hall, the
church and the village school and long may this continue.
•
Friendly. Most people know each other. Do not spoil it by development. Enjoy the Parson Woodforde and
use it.
•
I appreciate that people in the Parish work really hard and contribute a lot to the activities that help to create
a healthy community. Thank you.
•
I commend all who are actively involved in seeking ways to bring the community together, not an easy task
when people lead busy lives and/or aren't very interested in being part of a community
•
I commend the small and dedicated team that work tirelessly for the benefit of us all
•
I think PC does a good job. It's a case of the usual few always volunteering. Very difficult to motivate people
•
I think we are served pretty well by a number of organisations and individuals
•
I would like pavement in Rectory Road to make it safe for pedestrians to walk. I would not want to widen the
road or make it a 'faster' route.
•
Keep Paddy's Lane open. No more housing
•
Most of the village is scruffy. Verges,road hedges,gardens. Wood,concrete etc.laying on edges of roads looks
scruffy and is a hazard to traffic.
•
My local neighbours are nice, however I believe there is a definite 'us' and 'them' attitude between other areas of the parish
•
Organise an early morning bird walk with an expert. Walk tour of airfield with expert to give historical info
•
Push Facebook, its easier to use
•
Thank you for producing this parish survey and working so hard on the parish plan for the benefit of all of us
•
We are constantly having to deal with major changes to our environment (wind turbines, cabling for offshore
wind, traffic issues, to name a few). It has become a location that is a focus for this type of major development, and I for one believe that Weston will no longer be the pleasant environment it once was. Locals have
no influence on any of these issues, so although this survey is well-meaning, regrettably I do not think it will
do much to alleviate my concerns.
•
We love where we live, however feel that the volume of traffic through Weston Longville is too high now and
that the traffic calming measures haven't helped much
•
Well run by a small group of dedicated people who have its best interests at heart. The traffic through the
village is dangerous. I am fed up with being abused by drivers if I am walking on the road (no pavements!).
Grid lock in narrow section past village hall is becoming too familiar. One evening this autumn, we were
caught here for 15 minutes at rush hour. 2 drivers had to get out to direct traffic in order for the road to become unblocked.
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